
Supporting Community Responses to 
COVID-19 in the North-West of Syria

The EU-funded Community Cohesion and Stability

(CCS) project has been engaged in the north-west of

Syria since August 2019, working in Marea in Aleppo,

and in Kafr Takharim and Hazano in Idlib. The team

has worked with the local community to form and train

informal community groups called Tawafoq Initiatives.

The purpose of these groups, which are led by

emerging community leaders and include women and

internally displaced persons, is to enable the

community to realise their collective potential and

effectively manage themselves and their environment.

The Initiatives provide opportunities for men and

women to participate in decisions that affect their lives;

strengthening community capacity to access funds to

support projects which serve their needs; and allowing

local leadership to evolve beyond traditional structures.

CCS has provided the Initiatives with training on topics

such as the principles of good governance, community

engagement and project development. The project has

also held capacity building activities on the constitution,

different forms of government, and centralisation and

decentralisation.

In this case study we take a look at CCS’s support to

Tawafoq Initiatives in the development of a community-

led response to COVID-19.
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CCS has been working to empower emerging community

leaders to engage with their local communities and

stakeholders to address local needs, with a view to

providing them with the skills to address these needs at a

national level in the future.

In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic introduced a new

set of challenges to everyday life in the north-west of Syria.

Seeking to take action in their own communities, the

Tawafoq initiatives of Hazano, Kafr Takharim (Idlib) and

Marea (Aleppo) joined forces to implement the “Together

Against Coronavirus” awareness campaign with the support

of CCS. At the forefront of the coronavirus response in

north-west Syria, the initiatives coordinated with key

stakeholders, including the Idlib Health Directorate, the

Stabilization Unit, Local Council of Marea Health Office, and

the White Helmets.

The initiatives quickly mobilised volunteer groups, which were trained through the Idlib Health

Directorate and Midmar from the CCS consortium. These individuals, equipped with masks and

gloves, proceeded to deliver messages regarding COVID-awareness to their communities, for example

by putting up posters.

Tawafoq gave me the chance to integrate in the community. I would like to thank 

the team, the Civil Defence and the Idlib Health Directorate for this campaign and 

for the opportunities they gave me.

Nadia - Tawafoq volunteer, and IDP from Eastern Ghouta, now in Kafr Takharim
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The initiatives also secured

the sponsorship of the

Stabilisation Unit to produce

a COVID awareness raising

video and animation. The

Kafr Takharim initiative also

managed to raise funds to

paint a mural as part of the

campaign.

The campaign received

significant coverage through

local news organizations.

CCS’s field team supported

the initiatives in conducting

a satisfaction survey

following the campaign and

95% of respondents said

that they had seen the

posters out in public, while

93% said that they had

watched the initiatives’

videos.



In addition to the joint campaign to raise awareness of Coronavirus, the Tawafoq initiatives have received grants 

from CCS to implement the following projects:

Marea: Safe Space for the community and Marea Community Centre

Kafr Takharim: Street Lighting and Social Cohesion through Schools

Hazano: Street Lighting, Cleaning and Beautifying Hazano, and a Community Development Centre

The Initiatives applied for funding for these projects after an extensive community engagement and prioritisation

process, and are also observing good governance practices while implementing these activities. 


